AbstractÐThis paper deals with a novel way for representing and computing image features encapsulated within different regions of scale-space. Employing a thermodynamical model for scale-space generation, the method derives features as those corresponding to ªentropy richº image regions where, within a given range of spatial scales, the entropy gradient remains constant. Different types of image features, defining regions of different information content, are accordingly encoded by such regions within different bands of spatial scale.
INTRODUCTION
THE analysis of images at multiple scales has proven insightful for image encoding, compression, and feature extraction [15] . Scalespace methods employing diffusion models for regularizing the scale relations constitute the more frequently used means for defining scales and their relationships. However, in this area, two outstanding problems still remain. One, how do we usefully and more formally determine features using evidence from their signatures across multiple scales? The second, related problem, is how do we objectively determine the appropriate scale within a given region of an image to encode nonredundant information? In this paper, we consider solutions to both problems and demonstrate the use of a new iterative scheme for computing local image entropy decreases or increases over multiple scales. In the following section, a measure of entropy will be introduced that defines the loss of information along fine-to-coarse transformations and it will be shown that this leads to the definition of a local measure of information related to density of entropy production. Our theory follows.
THEORY
Let be a subset of R P and let r x; y denote a point in . A gray-level image can be represented by a scalar field I X x; y Â t 3 Ix; y; t, where t is a nonnegative parameter that defines the scale of resolution at which the image is observed; small values of t correspond to fine scales, while large values correspond to coarse scales. A transformation from one scale to another is given by an operator T that takes the original image IÁ; H to an image at a scale t:
We assume T to be a semidynamical system, that is, a semigroup of transformations for which
where t P R . Note that the origin of the t-axis is arbitrary.
However, the characterization of T as a semidynamical system ensures that it is a noninvertible or irreversible transformation which cannot be run backward across scale. Our idea is that the information contained within a given region of an image can be encoded by considering the loss of information across scales which, in turn, is measured by the production of entropy, in thermodynamical sense, during fine-to coarse transformations. We state this fundamental assumption more formally as: Any image can be considered as an isolated thermodynamical system by identifying the image intensity with some thermodynamical variable, e.g., temperature or concentration of particles.
As a consequence of this assumption and of the irreversibility of T , every image point will, under the action of T , converge to a set of equilibrium points, denoted by the set s Ã , while preserving the total intensity. It is a well-known fact of the theory of thermodynamical transformations that states of equilibrium under T correspond to the states of maximum thermodynamical entropy S [3] . It is worth noting that the use of the concept of entropy is not new in the image and signal processing fields: A well-known example is the extensive use of Shannon's entropy. However, from an image analysis standpoint, the advantage of adopting such concepts is not readily apparent since they mainly deal with global measurements of image properties, while image analysis is mostly concerned with gauging local properties or features. A more suitable framework is that provided by the thermodynamics of irreversible processes [3] . There, the rate of variation of entropy is usually written as dS=dt dS e =dt dS i =dt, where dS e =dt derives from the transfer of heat from external sources across the boundary of the system where the term dS i =dt ! H is due to changes inside the system. For the case of isolated systems, dS=dt dS i =dt. In general, dS i can be defined as dS i =dt R R x; y; tdxdy, where , the entropy density per unit time [3] , is a function of both position and time (in this case, scale). With this understanding, we argue that the key to a successful definition of image information across different scales is to visualize fine-to-coarse transformations as an irreversible processe during which local production of entropy takes places, entailing destruction of order or structures in the system; likewise, in images, structure and information are destroyed along a fine-to-coarse transformation.
Relevant information contained in an image I can be measured in terms of the distance between I and the corresponding fixed point I Ã under the transformation T . An appropriate distance measure is provided by the KullbackLeibler (KL) distance between the image intensity probability distributions (histograms) [2] .
Since we assume that the average intensity is conserved across scales, we can use a normalized version of the image intensity, denoted by f, where Z Z fx; y; tdxdy I; Vt: P For the distribution f, the KL distance is then 
F r o m t h e B o l t z m a n n -G i b b s e n t r o p y m e a s u r e
Hf À R R fx; y; t ln fx; y; tdxdy, w e o b t a i n Hfjf Ã Hf R R fx; y; t ln f Ã x; ydxdy and, so, we can define the ºdynamic informationº of the image, under the process T , by analyzing the evolution of Hfjf Ã across scales. Differentiation with respect to t results in:
Consider now the evolution of Hf across scales:
lnfx; y;t @ @t fx; y; tdxdy; T the first term on the righthand side of (6) is H because of (2). Finally, we obtain
It is well-known [2] that, for a large class of processes, the KL distance decreases, that is, the entropy Hf j f Ã increases. Of particular interest is the case in which f Ã is uniform over an image region, in this case, the evolution of the conditional entropy Hf j f Ã is determined by the entropy production @Hf=@t. According to Brillouin [1] , the loss of information is given as Àds dS, where S is the thermodynamical entropy, that can be identified with Hf. Hence, dt dS is the loss of information in the transition from scale t to t dt, that is, is the loss of information for unit scale. Intuitively, is a global measure of the rate at which the image, under the action of T , loses structure while approaching a featureless, uniform state, f Ã . Fine-to-coarse transformations can be modeled, in general, by a diffusion or heat equation, a very common model for multiscaled operators in the literature [15] , [4] , [5] : @fx; y; t @t r P fx; y; t: W It is interesting, then, to compute the production of entropy in this case since (9) has a direct interpretation in terms of multiscaled spatial frequency filters. That is, (9) defines a Laplacian operator corresponding to different bandpass filters as a function of the scale (t) at which they operate. Equation (7) theorem, that the first term on the righthand side in (11) is zero and that (11) can be written as:
fx; y; t rfx; y; t fx; y; t P dxdy:
In the diffusion equation (9), the normalized intensity f plays the role of the temperature in the heat equation, then the term rfx; y; t fx; y; t P IP is the density of entropy production in the thermodynamical sense [3] and measures local entropy production. Thus, we have shown that
fx; y; tx; y; tdxdy IQ and that @Hf=@t is the average of the density of entropy production across the image. Note, that lim t3I lim t3I H and that, of course, Hf is an increasing function of t.
We have already remarked that is a measure of global loss of information; analogously, the density measures local loss of information, that is, loss of information at a given pixel for unit scale. Note that depends on the local structure of the image and thus enables us to define features which can exist at different scales (in different image regions).
In Fig. 1 , density of entropy production is shown, at different scales, for an aerial image. It can be seen that density of entropy production varies across the image, being higher where rf P is large; when scale increases local entropy production decreases since rf P decreases. Fig. 2 shows the average entropy production for this image at different scales. Note that, at this point, it is possible to use f or I to compute . Entropy production decreases in a relatively short interval t and, afterward, it is almost constant, thus behaving in an exponential-like fashion. Most importantly, we expect to observe the decay of with different rates that depend on local image region properties. In this sense a ªfeatureº is defined as the collection of image pixels which are both contiguous in space, scale and entropy production.
By the latter we mean that a change of scale at such pixels has an identical effect on the computed uncertainty values for each member pixel.
REGIONS IDENTIFICATION VIA ENTROPY PRODUCTION
As pointed out earlier, density of entropy production measures local loss of information and, thus, density of entropy production implicitly defines regions of different information content, or saliency; furthermore, it is clear, by definition, that is large along edges, smaller in textured regions, and almost zero in regions of almost constant intensity. This suggests that can be used to characterize basic features by identifying regions with different information contentÐas follows: First, it is reasonable to expect pixels belonging to the same class to have close values of across the full range of scales. Thus, to make classification more robust, we consider the local entropy production integrated over scale, defined as ax; y Z I H fx; y; t rfx; y; t fx; y; t P dt: IR In the following, aÁ, a function of x and y, will be called ºactivity.º Note that ªactivityº is a measure of the local loss of information integrated along scales and, thus, it is a measure of the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PATTERN ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, VOL. 21, NO. 10, OCTOBER 1999 3 Fig. 2 . Entropy production as a function of scale, represented by iterations of the diffusion process for the aerial image presented in Fig. 1 . Units are nats=t. Fig. 3 . Results of the activity-based algorithm. The activity has been obtained by integrating over 20 iterations since, as shown in Fig. 2 , after such a number of diffusion steps, most of the information has been destroyed. The left image shows the detected regions of medium/low activity, whereas the image on the right presents regions of high activity.
local content of information in the original image for t H. Let be a discrete lattice, consider the set e of all values ax; y, and define a probability distribution, P a, on the set e, for every pixel of the image. For most images of interest, steep transitions such as edges occur less frequently than regions where the intensity varies smoothly. Consequently, the distribution of the squared gradient rf P values can be thought to follow a monotonically decreasing distribution. Since depends essentially on rf P , we expect P a to be relatively large for small values of a and to be decreasing as a increases. Thus, in smooth regions, strong edges contribute to the tail of the density function and weaker edges to the middle part, etc. In principle, then, it should be possible to separate the activities corresponding to smooth, textural, and edge regions by suitably partitioning the domain of P . To prove such a conjecture,
we have carried out a simulation based on a modified version of the well-known Kapur et al. algorithm [11] . The algorithm works as follows: Consider the histogram of the activity a and define These entropies are then added to give the total Shannon entropy for the activity a: H tot a H S F I H S F P . The optimal threshold for distinguishing between two adjacent regions of different activity is the activity level a which maximizes the uncertainty measured by H tot : rg mx H tot a f g in that this value has the same probability of belonging to either region. In order to achieve the multilevel thresholding for three classes, the procedure is then applied a first time for computing a threshold I and a second time to compute threshold P . Thus, every pixel in the image is classified as belonging to one of three classes: h (high activity), l (low activity), or m (medium activity). For numerical simulation, a uniform quantization was applied to activity coefficients ax; y: Note that the algorithm is applied here to activity rather than intensity as in [11] . Fig. 3 presents results of the algorithm for the aerial image. The left image shows the pixels characterized by medium/low activity, whereas the image on the right presents pixels at which activity is high. Note that separation of regions of different activity entails the separation of well-defined objects, the buildings in this case, characterized by high activity, from a cluttered/textured background. Further results of the algorithm are presented in Fig. 4a,  Fig. 4b, and Fig. 4c . Again, it is shown how segmentation of object contours from the background can be achieved on the basis of the activity measure. Fig. 5 shows two low resolution frames of a movie sequence (left, from top to bottom), where the focus is kept on the motorcycle. The corresponding images on the right are obtained by retaining only pixels of high activity. Note that, in the top figure, the motorcycle is detected though embedded in the textured tree background, due to the fact that most of the texture is classified by the algorithm as a region of medium activity.
CONCLUSION
The results presented here demonstrate how the computation of local information via activity within specific regions of scale space is ideally suited to processing and segmenting images with different types of structures, features and resolutionÐin contrast to most segmentation procedures which restrict texture and edge processing to selected scale ranges. In these examples, we even see that the selection of the appropriate scale to capture the ªstableº features within a given region emerges naturally from the local entropy evolution and convergence processes.
In the computational vision literature, different models have been proposed for segmenting images into smooth, textural and edge components (for example, Manjunath and Chellappa [7] and, more recently, Ran and Farvardin [10] ). Interestingly enough, in biological vision, related models have been recently reported [13] , [14] . Further, recent adaptive, multiscaled statistical segmentation models argue for the choice of scale, within a given image region, in terms of the amount of variance explained by the variance between regions computed by a recursive repartitioning of a given region at one scale by a finer one (see McCane and Caelli [8] ). This analysis of variance model has relationships to the above approach though it is not based upon a physical analogy, as the thermodynamical model used here, and it assumes underlying multiscaled isotropic Gaussian mixture modeling of local image intensity distributions.
What is new here is that we propose a theoretical foundation for such characteristics of images and have presented an objective definition of what constitutes ºfeaturesº and an associated algorithm for computing such features over scale space.
Since decreases to H (in practice) in a finite time, the problem of identifying features at multiple scales is reduced to a measurement of the activity of across scales. The activity map represents a type of ªsaliency mapº defining the amount of information of each point of the image. According to the different levels of activity (high, medium, low), we can extract basic features of the image by assigning pixels of similar activity to the same class. In all, then, the model presented here results in a simple computational procedure for deriving basic image features which correspond to an objective definition of which constitute the information rich regions of the image. 
